
 

Opportunity discovers that oldest rocks
reveal best chance for martian life

January 24 2014, by Ken Kremer

  
 

  

Pancam false-color view acquired on Sol 3066 (Sept. 8 2012) of fine-scale
layering in the Whitewater Lake locality that is indicative of an ancient aqueous
environment on Mars. Veneers have been resistant to wind erosion and enhanced
the layered appearance of the outcrop. Layers are typically several millimeters
thick. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell/Arizona State University

After a decade of roving relentlessly on the Red Planet, NASA's
Opportunity rover discovered rocks that preserve the best evidence yet
that ancient Mars was the most conducive time period for the formation
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of life on our Solar System's most Earth-like Planet, according to the
science leaders of the mission.

Opportunity found the rocks – laden with clay minerals – barely over
half a year ago in the spring of 2013, at an outcrop named 'Whitewater
Lake' along an eroded segment of a vast crater named Endeavour that
spans some 22 kilometers (14 miles) in diameter.

"These rocks are older than any we examined earlier in the mission, and
they reveal more favorable conditions for microbial life than any
evidence previously examined by investigations with Opportunity," says
Opportunity Deputy Principal Investigator Ray Arvidson, a professor at
Washington University in St. Louis.

Opportunity investigated the rocks at a spot dubbed Matejivic Hill where
researchers believe iron-rich smectite was produced in an aqueous
environment some 4 billion years ago that was relatively benign with a
nearly pH neutral – thus offering life a habitable zone with a far better
chance to originate and thrive for perhaps as long as hundreds of
millions of years.

The new scientific findings are being published in the journal Science on
Jan. 24, which just happens to exactly coincide with Opportunity's
landing on the Red Planet ten years ago at Meridiani Planum.

Matejivic Hill is located on the Cape York rim segment of Endeavour
crater. See locations on our Opportunity route map below.

"The punch line here is that the oldest rocks Opportunity has examined
were formed under very mild conditions—conditions that would have
been a much better niche for life, and also much better for the
preservation of organic materials that would have been produced," said
Arvidson at a NASA media briefing today, Jan. 23.
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Immediately after landing on Mars on Jan.24, 2004 inside Eagle crater,
the six wheeled robot found rocks within her eyesight that provided
concrete evidence that eons ago Mars was much warmer and wetter
compared to the cold, arid conditions that exist today.

  
 

  

Opportunity rover discovered phyllosilicate clay minerals and calcium sulfate
veins at the bright outcrops of ‘Whitewater Lake’, at right, imaged by the
Navcam camera on Sol 3197 (Jan. 20, 2013, coinciding with her 9th anniversary
on Mars. “Copper Cliff” is the dark outcrop, at top center. Darker “Kirkwood”
outcrop, at left, is site of mysterious “newberries” concretions. This panoramic
view was snapped from ‘Matijevic Hill’ on Cape York ridge at Endeavour Crater.
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell/Marco Di Lorenzo/Ken Kremer

Although those sulfate rich rocks proved that liquid water once flowed
on the surface of the Red Planet, they also stem from a time period with
a rather harsh environment that was extremely acidic, containing
significant levels of sulfuric acid that would not be friendly to the
formation or sustainability of potential Martian life forms.

"Evidence is thus preserved for water-rock interactions of the aqueous
environments of slightly acidic to circum-neutral pH that would have
been more favorable for prebiotic chemistry and microorganisms than
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those recorded by younger sulfate-rich rocks at Meridiani Planum,"
Ardivson wrote in the Science paper, of which he is the lead author,
along with many other team members.

The science team directed Opportunity to Matejivic Hill and the
'Whitewater Lake' area of outcrops based on predictions from spectral
observations collected from the CRISM spectrometer aboard one of
NASA's spacecraft circling overhead the Red Planet – the powerful
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO).

Opportunity arrived at Mars barely 3 weeks after her twin sister, Spirit
on 3 January 2004.

The long lived robot has been methodically exploring along the rim of
Endeavour crater since arriving in August 2011.

The newly published results from Opportunity correlate very well with
those from sister rover Curiosity which likewise found a habitable zone
where drinkable water once flowed on the opposite side of Mars.

The combined discoveries from the golf cart sized Opportunity and the
SUV sized Curiosity tell us that the presence of liquid water was
widespread on ancient Mars.

"The more we explore Mars, the more interesting it becomes. These
latest findings present yet another kind of gift that just happens to
coincide with Opportunity's 10th anniversary on Mars," said Michael
Meyer, lead scientist for NASA's Mars Exploration Program.
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NASA’s Opportunity Mars rover recorded the component images for this self-
portrait near the peak of Solander Point and about three weeks before
completing a decade of work on Mars. The rover’s panoramic camera (Pancam)
took the images during the interval Jan. 3, 2014, to Jan. 6, 2014. Credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell/Arizona State University

"We're finding more places where Mars reveals a warmer and wetter
planet in its history. This gives us greater incentive to continue seeking
evidence of past life on Mars."

Opportunity is currently investigating a new cache of clay mineral
outcrops by the summit of Solander Point, a rim segment just south of
Cape York and Matejivic Hill.
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These outcrops were likewise detected by the CRISM spectrometer
aboard MRO.

Today marks Opportunity's 3555th Sol or Martian Day roving Mars –
for what was expected to be only a 90 Sol mission.

So far she has snapped over 188,200 amazing images on the first
overland expedition across the Red Planet.

Her total odometry stands at over 24.07 miles (38.73 kilometers) since
touchdown on Jan. 24, 2004 at Meridiani Planum.

Source: Universe Today
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